વિષય:- અબ્યાટથી સૌરાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવર્સિટી સમચાર હોમોથેપી વિદ્યાભૂમિની સેવા કોલેજોના આયોજકોને જિલ્લાવાયામાં આવે છે કે, Central Council Of Homoeopathy અથવા સંક્ષેપે Amendments in Homoeopathy Central Council (Minimum Standards Requirement Of Homoeopathy Colleges and Attached Hospital) Regulations 2013, અનુસાર સાર્થક કોલેજોને આમદાન ુયાણાની કરાવવી હોય છે.

વિકાલ:-
સામાન્ય પરાભુત્ત નકલ
(મૂલાંક કુલસભ્યિવારી આ માપક કરી છે.)

સહી 
(સ્વ.ધીરજ પંચાયા) 
કુલસભ્યિવાર

પ્રત્યે,
યુનિવર્સિટી સાવધાન સેવા હોમોથેપી કોલેજોના આયોજકોને તર્ત
નકલ સાહેબ (પાસા) :-
1) માનનીય કલારટ્સિટી / કુલસભ્યિવારી અંદાજ સંચિવારી,
2) કોલેજની અદિકા જિલ્લા યુનિવર્સિટી 
નાખત રાજ્યા (નેપાલસાઇડ પર પ્રતિષ્ઠાદારી અધી) -
નિયમક સભા, કોલેજ સેટર, સૌરાષ્ટ્રાં યુનિવર્સિટી, રાજ્યો.
To,

1. The Secretary (Health/Medical Education) of all State/U.T. Govts.


Sir,

I am directed to say that the Board of Governors of this Council in its meeting held on 8.6.2018 agreed with the Ministry’s proposed amending the Homoeopathy Central Council (Minimum Standards Requirement of Homoeopathic Colleges and attached Hospitals) Regulations, 2013 with the following :-

1. Those teachers who met eligibility criteria as laid down in Schedule VII, shall undergo AYUSH National Teachers Eligibility Test conducted by CCH and an unique verification code for such teachers who qualify the test, shall be allotted by CCH before their appointment and the existing teachers shall also undergo the eligibility test within two years from the date of Regulation come into effect.

2. AYUSH National Teachers Eligibility Test to be conducted for appointment of all teachers in AYUSH Institutions, and an unique verification code for such teachers shall be allotted by CCH before their appointment. For existing teacher, who are at the level of lecturer, this test will be mandatory for them for promoting in the post of Reader.

It is therefore, requested to all State/U.T. Govts. to send their comments on said proposed amendments in Homoeopathy Central Council (Minimum Standards Requirement of Homoeopathic Colleges and attached Hospitals) Regulations, 2013 to this Council within three months from the date of its issue as per provisions of Section 20(2) of Homoeopathy Central Council Act, 1973.

Yours faithfully,

(Dr. Ashis Datta)
Secretary

Copy to the Registrar of Universities (including Deemed Universities) having affiliated or constituted Homoeopathic Medical Colleges.

Copy for information to the Chairman and members of the Council /Governors of Central Council of Homoeopathy.